
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I am honored today to have the pleasure of introducing an individual who really needs no 
introduction.  Most of you are already very aware of Brian's success, (along with his friends 
Earl and Opal Pickles), and you've been entertained, charmed, and amused for years.  But in 
addition to embracing Brian, Earl and Opal as sort of "extended family" to many of us,  I 
thought you might also like to hear a few impressive facts about Brian and Pickles.  Pickles is 
now syndicated in over 650 newspapers worldwide and celebrated it's twentieth anniversary this 
year.  Brian has been nominated twice by the National Cartoonists Society for Best Comic Strip 
of the Year, and won that high honor in 2001.  Brian has published four collections from the 
Pickles comic strips and is about to release a fifth later this year. 
As impressive as that may be, I'd actually like to share with you (what I consider) another, 
larger success that I ran into while trying to dig up some "behind-the-scenes" stuff from those 
who have known Brian for a long time.  I was able to talk with some people who go back to 
"pre-Pickles" days when Brian was an agency art director, bestowing his friends and colleagues 
with gifts of his personal art.  Without exception, the first thing I heard from everyone I spoke 
with was that Brian is just a great person.  One of the first individuals I talked with said, "I don't 
want to get smarmy here, but I think Brian's just one of the most wonderful people I've ever 
met."   One response was,  "The most agreeable Art Director I ever ran into."   
Time after time I talked with people who proudly display in their office or study their own 
personal Brian Crane artwork, given to them when they used to work together.  And time after 
time they would follow up that proud declaration with the same recollection of their time spent 
working with or around Brian Crane.  He just has a way of making everyone around him feel 
good.  And I guess he's found a way to bottle that, because Brian Crane continues to spead 
smiles and good feelings throughout our world.  Brian, just as I'm sure your family, every one 
of your seven kids and eight grandkids, must be terribly proud of you, I hope you don't mind 
that all of Northern Nevada boasts of calling you our own.  On behalf of the Advertising 
Association of Northern Nevada, I'm so pleased to present you with the Thomas C. Wilson, 
Lifetime Achievement Award. 


